 IWO/LOVE-A1 SANAN HWASEONG 24 MAR - 12 JUN AGRI&CULT 3VOL
IWO/LOVE-B1 SANAN HWASEONG 15 SEP - 04 DEC AGRI&CULT 3VOL

Project : Historically, and even now, human beings have been searching for the true definition of
a peaceful, harmonious, and "happy life". In pursuit of the answer to this question, a group of
people gathered in 1984 in what is now Sanan Village, an idealistic community which follows the
philosophy of an environment-friendly, non-possessive society.
As of today, around 20 people reside within this communal village, and the residents are
encouraged to pay more attention to the preservation and conservation of the environment while
also freely sharing public resources. Since the residents are trying to do all together, the
volunteer also need to follow their life style. Main income of the village is chicken farming. If
being interested in a new and alternative way of living which is very different from a "normal
and capitalized" life in Korea, the volunteers may obtain some fresh ideas about their life
through this program.
Work
- Poultry farming such as feeding chickens, working in egg-selection facility etc.
- Helping farming and manual works could be asked by host organization
Extra activities : Weekend workcamp within the village can be conducted
Requirement
- No allergy to chicken, eggs and nuts
- Required to love animals(especially chicken) and not to be scared of them
- Welcomed if having any prior experience of chicken works or activities
Location : Hwaseong City, Gyeonggi-do
- Historical sites regarding Korean Confucianism can be found in Hwaseong
Terminal: Hyangnam bus terminal
Accommodation: A private room in the village dormitory

Food : Meals will be provided twice a day
(self-catering is available even though villagers generally don’t eat breakfast)
Working Hours : Monday to Sunday (5-7 hours / One day off during the weekday)
Free time
-One day during the weekdays one week
-7 to 10 days is subjected to give for day-offs in the middle of the project if asked.

